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Gaussian prior on parameters of a neural network results in Gaussian prior on the
functionality of the network. The goal of this paper is to guide the Gaussian prior of
the network to converge true distributions of target variables. To achieve this goal,
we suggest a novel loss function that additionally penalizes the learning of a neural
network according to the discrepancy between covariance matrices target values and
the last hidden layer of a neural network. Unlikely to the conventional loss function
that only captures the first moment of the target values, the proposed loss function
further captures the second moment of the target values and leads to the better fit
to the true distribution, which in turn, facilitates approaching to better prediction.
To demonstrate the validity of the proposed loss function, We experimented with
various datasets for different models., Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolution Network
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Goals of regression problems are to find relationships or functions from input features to
continuous outputs (or target variables), such as weather forecasting or stock price prediction.
In theory, Gaussian Processes (GPs) can represent arbitrary smooth functions which satisfy
mean square differentiability and the continuity. [1]. GPs have a close relationship with neural
networks. GPs can incorporate the neural networks as a kernel function approximation [2–4]. If
Neural networks have infinite numbers of hidden units, can represent GPs [5]. These relationships
motivate various compositions of GPs and neural networks. For example, a GP kernel is derived
for multi-hidden-layer neural networks with general non linearity based on signal propagation
theory [6]. A feature map of deep neural network is used to inference GP kernel for regression
tasks [7].
In this paper, we aim at guiding a neural network to learn the underlying function with
Gaussian prior. We can regard that a neural network for regression problem consists of a feature
extraction unit that is a series of non-linear mapping and a linear regression unit that uses the
feature as a input for final predictions. From the Bayesian view on neural networks, assuming
Gaussian prior on parameters on the linear regression unit results in Gaussian prior on the output
of the regression unit [5]. This indicates that the inner product of input of the regression unit
should converge to covariance of sampled target variables and as the number of sample increases,
the covariance will eventually converge to true covariance of target variables. This motivates us
to devise a new loss function, Spatio-Temporal Covariance loss that measures the discrepancy
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between covariance matrices of sampled target values and their corresponding output of the
feature extraction unit. Another nature of exploiting the convariance matrix is that the learning
of a network consider spatial and temporal dependencies among variables. To take spatial and
temporal dependencies into the learning scheme, we employ state-of-art models that consider




2.1 Deep Neural Networks
Deep Neural Network (DNN) is a non-linear mapping of x to y with stacked transformation
functions. Typically, each layer of DNN non-linearly maps the input with matrix multiplication
and activation function such as logistic sigmoid, tanh, and relu [10]. Then, we can represent
equations of deep neural network from the first layer to the output layer as like this,
f1(x) = g(W1x + b1),
Φ(x) = g(WL−1(fL−2(...f1(x)) + bL−1),
y ≈ Φ(x)TWL + bL.
(II.1)
in which, Wi and bi indicate weight and bias for ith layer map, fi, while g means non-linear
activation function. Φ(x) represent the output of the last hidden layer and it is a set of features
generated from x that has a crucial role for learning the best mapping from x to y and thus, is
referred as basis function in the rest of this paper.
2.1.1 Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Network (STGCN)
STGCN [8] is a variant of Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [11] that generalizes tradi-
tional convolution operation onto graph structured data by defining a graph convolution opera-
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tor. The traditional convolution operator considers spatial locality specified by filters to extract
meaningful features on grid-shaped data structures. The graph convolution operates similarly
and spatial locality is specified by a graph laplacian matrix. The graph laplacian matrix spec-
ifies neighbor relations between nodes in a graph and how strong the relations are. The graph





where, Ni and Wi,j indicate neighbors of node i and weights between node i, j. As shown in the
Equation II.2, with graph laplacian matrix, it is able to infer node i’s signal, f(i) by aggregating
the neighbor nodes’ signals, f(j), which is analogous to the traditional convolution operation
that consider spatial locality to extract meaningful features.
Another interesting nature of graph laplacian matrix is that the matrix is eigen-decomposable
so that we have L = UΛUT if the matrix is symmetric, i.e. the graph is undirected. Thus, a fea-
ture extraction, h = fθ(L)x, becomes filtering at spectrum domain (a whole set of eigen-vectors),
h = Ufθ(Λ)U
Tx [12]. Notice that aforementioned graph convolutions are not fully utilizing lo-
cality (only 1-hop neighbor nodes are included in the estimation) or computationally expensive
(additional matrix multiplications for U and UT are required). One well-known solution for







where, L̄ indicates 2L/λmax − IN . With k-order Chebyshev expansion, we can consider signals
of k-hop neighbors for feature extractions.
GCN [11] introduces a first order approximation on chebyshev expansion (Equation II.3).
Assuming K = 1 and λmax = 2, Eq.II.3 is simplified as
fθ(L)x = θ0x + θ1D
−1/2AD−1/2x, (II.4)
where A is an adjacent matrix and D is a diagonal matrix of node degree. With the definition
on normalized graph laplacian matrix, L = IN − D−1/2AD−1/2 and further assumption that
θ0 ≈ θ1, the authors of GCN introduces the well-known form of graph convolution operation,
H l+1 = f(ĀH lW l), (II.5)
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where Ā = IN − D−1/2AD−1/2, H l and W l are input and weight of lth layer while H0 = x
and f denotes activation function. With the mathematically well established graph convolution
operation, GCN has achieved successful performance, while being computationally efficient.
STGCN extends GCN by stacking 1-dimensional convolution layers and graph convolution
layers to extract features considering temporal and spatial locality as shown in Figure 4.1.
STGCN consists of 2 ST-conv blocks in which a 1-dimensional convolution layer with gated
linear unit and two graph convolution layers are stacked as shown in Figure 4.1. In the 1-
dimensional convolutional layer, filters extract features from each time series variable. After
extracting temporal features, STGCN extracts spatial features with graph convolution operation
by considering signals of neighboring nodes specified by graph laplacian matrix. The STGCN
repeats the spatial and temporal feature extractions and thus, the output of last hidden layer
(basis function in Figure 4.1) represents condensed spatio-temporal information of given dataset.
Finally, STGCN applies a fully convolutional operation on the basis functions. Here, the the
number of features of the basis function is the same with the width of filters. This indicates
that the last layer of STGCN considers all the features at the same time, which is equivalent to
traditional linear regression models. With the characteristics of STGCN, our Spatio-Temporal
Covariance loss function promotes STGCN to learn temporally and spatially condensed informa-
tion of given data and thus we can fully utilize temporal and spatial covariance for the learning
of STGCN.
2.2 Gaussian Processes
Here, we briefly review GPs and how the proposed loss utilizes the principle of GPs for a
neural network. GPs are a samples of random variables such that any finite set have a joint
Gaussian distribution [1]. GPs are effectively expressed by mean and covariance functions for a
real process f(x). As follows, f(x) ∼ GP(m(x), k(x,x′)), where m(x) and k(x,x′) indicate mean
and covariance functions respectively.
Specifying GP allows you to calculate the marginal likelihood of the given data and derive a
predicted distribution for new points with the existing data .
Bayesian regression model f(x) = ΦTW with priorW ∼ N(0, Σp), We can obtain an example
of GPs. Mean and covariance are as follows.
E[f(x)] = Φ(x)T E[W ] = 0
E[f(x)f(x′)] = Φ(x)T E[WW T ]Φ(x′) = Φ(x)TΣpΦ(x′),
(II.6)
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where f(x) and f(x′) are jointly Gaussian with the zero mean and covariance given by Φ(x)TΣpΦ(x′).
When we assume that Σp is an identity matrix, Φ(x)TΦ(x′) becomes the covariance of f(x) and
f(x′). In GP, we typically represent the covariance with a kernel function. A kernel function can
depict some distinctive characteristics of functions, such as variance, length scales, and period-
icity. For instance, the squared exponential (SE) covariance function, σ2 exp(−|xp − xq|2/2l),
specifies the covariance between pairs of random variables with two hyper-parameters, σ and
l that control the variation and the smoothness of the functions, respectively. Note that the
covariance between outputs are described as a function of inputs. For this particular covariance
function, the covariance of outputs depends on how close the inputs are. The covariance of out-
put decreases, as the distance of input, |xp − xq|2 increases. Indeed, for every positive definite
covariance function k(·, ·), there exists an (possibly infinite) expansion in terms of basis functions























Note that multivariate GP considers relations between each variables for approximating the
distributions of function. The proposed Spatio-Temporal Covariance loss function also exploits
the covariance of variables to the learning of DNN to achieve more accurate model approximation.
GPs assume that the probability of f(x) and f(x′) being present at the same time follows
joint Gaussian distributions. GPs specify relationships between f(x) and f(x′) by defining the
relationships between x and x′ and thus perform relatively well for predicting smooth functions
even though given dataset is small [1]. The performance of GPs highly depends on the carefully
chosen or manually designed kernel function that defines the relationships between x and x′
and may be deteriorated for predicting severely fluctuating variables. On the contrary, neural
networks are robust to such fluctuating variables and learn relationships between x and y au-
tomatically. However, challenges of applying neural networks in real-world problems lie in that
large dataset is required for accurate predictions.
The performance of GP inference is highly depends on the kernel function. However, choosing
or designing an appropriate kernel function for a given dataset is challenging. This motivates us
to exploit neural networks to automatically learn the kernel function. According to Equation.II.1,
a neural network consists of a feature mapping unit that generates Φ(x) and a linear regression
unit for predictions. Assuming Gaussian prior on the parameters of the linear regression unit,
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we can expect the output to have Gaussian prior whose mean and covariance are zero and
Φ(x)TΣPΦ(x
′) as in Equation II.6. By penalizing the learning of the network according to the
discrepancy between Φ(x)TΣPΦ(x′) and the covariance matrix of target values that we expect to
converge to that of true distributions of target variables as the number of samples increases, we
guide the network to learn the true kernel function. Another benefit from exploiting kernel matrix
is that by nature, the network reflects spatial and temporal dependencies among variables. The
kernel matrix of GPs indicates hidden temporal and spatial dependencies among variables. This





Relationship between GPs are introduced by [5]. A fully-connected neural network is equiv-
alent to GPs if the network consists of a single-layer with infinite number of hidden units with
an i.i.d. prior over its parameters. The work proved that a one-hidden layer neural network
equipped with infinite number of hidden units becomes a non-parametric GPs model by placing
independent zero-mean Gaussian priors to all the weights of the network and integrating them
out. [2] proves the exact equivalence between the infinitely wide deep network and GP. They also
derive the GPs kernel for multi-hidden-layer neural networks with general non-linearity based
on signal propagation theory in [6], called as NNGP. A scalable GPs model for regression by
applying a DNN as the feature-mapping function is proposed in [7]. The deep neural network
is pre-trained in an unsupervised way, as like a stacked denoising auto-encoder. After that, the
last hidden layer of the pre-trained deep network can be interpreted as a Bayesian linear regres-
sion. DNN-based Gaussian Process (DNN-GP), The resulting model, can represent much more
meaningful feautures of the data although it has the finite-dimensional but deep-layered feature-
mapping function. Unlikely to the standard GPs, DNN-GP avoids kernel matrix inversion, so it
scales with the size of the training set.
Recently, a regularization of DNN with the norm of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS) is proposed in [13]. A study about deep learning model that learns a differential com-





4.1 Spatio-Temporal Covariance loss
This section briefly explains STGCN [8] and give implementation details of the proposed
Spatio-Temporal Covariance loss coupled with STGCN.
4.1.1 Learning the Basis Functions in STGCN
Figure 4.1 shows STGCN extracting spatial and temporal dependencies among variables
with our proposed Spatio-Temporal covariance loss function. STGCN consists of 2 ST-conv
blocks in which a 1-D convolution layer with gated linear unit and two graph convolution layers
are stacked. In a 1-D convolution layer, filters extract temporal dependencies from a time series
variable while a graph convolution layer extracts spatial dependencies by considering information
of neighboring time series variables specified by an adjacent matrix. Thus, the output of last
hidden layer (i.e. basis function in Figure 4.1) represents condensed spatio-temporal information
of a given dataset. Finally, STGCN applies fully connected operation which is equivalent to a
linear regression.
[Basis function] Given the output of the last hidden layer Φ(x), Φ(x) and f(x) is in a
relation of a linear regression as f(x) = Φ(x)Tw. Thus, Φ(x) is equivalent to the basis function
expansion for the linear regression. Assuming w ∼ N(0,σ2I), the outputs of STGCN, f(x)
9
Figure 4.1: An architecture of a Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Network with Covariance
Loss.
follows Gaussian distributions whose mean and covariance are
E[f(x)] = Φ(x)T E[w] = 0,E[f(x)f(x′)] = Φ(x)T E[wwT ]Φ(x′) = σ2Φ(x)TΦ(x′). (IV.1)
Thus, f(x) and f(x′) are jointly Gaussian with the zero mean and covariance matrix given
by σ2Φ(x)TΦ(x′).
4.1.2 Spatio-Temporal Covariance Loss
For a given dataset, D = {(xi,yi)|i = 1, ...,T}, x ∈ RN , y ∈ RN , where T and N denote
the size of the dataset D and the number of nodes in a graph, respectively and the prediction
goal yi = xi+τ while τ is time interval for prediction. [Spatio-Temporal Covariance] For given
two time series variables, v and w, we define the Spatio-Temporal Covariance Σ̃v,w such that
Σ̃v,w = (v − v̄)(w − w̄)T . v̄ and w̄ denote means of the v and w. When v = w, the Spatio-
Temporal Covariance represents temporal dependencies in the variable. In contrast, when v 6= w,
the Spatio-Temporal Covariance measures spatial dependencies of v andw. To utilize the Spatio-
Temporal Covariance while training STGCN, we further define Spatio-Temporal Covariance
Loss function. (Spatio-Temporal Covariance Loss) For a batch of given D, we define the Spatio-







(Σ̃yi,yj − σ2Φi(x)Φj(x)T )2. (IV.2)
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m is the number of input units in a dataset while N is the number of nodes in a graph. σ
denotes the variance of the weights of the last hidden layer. Φi(x) indicates basis functions on x
of STGCN for ith node in a graph. More specifically, Φi(x) = [Φi1(x), Φi2(x), · · · , Φih(x)]T where
h denotes the number of nodes in the last hidden layer. Since yi = wΦi(x), if Φi(x) and Φj(x)
are related, yi and yj should be related as well with a scale factor 1/σ according to the Equation
IV.1. Thus, with the proposed Spatio-Temporal Covarianc Loss, we measure the degrees of their
relations with Spatio-Temporal Covariance of yi and yj and inner product of Φi(x) and Φj(x)
as shown in Figure 4.1 and additionally penalize the model by comparing the relations as given
in Equation IV.2. Finally, we add the Spatio-Temporal Covariance Loss into the general mean
squared error (MSE) loss of STGCN with the hyper-parameter λ which regulates the importance
of the Spatio-Temporal Covariance Loss such that,
1
m
(y − ŷ)2 + λ
( 1
m2
(Σ̃y − σ2ΦΦT )2
)
, (IV.3)
where ŷ is the prediction output from the model.
4.1.3 Principles of Spatio-Temporal Covariance Loss Based Neural Networks
The proposed Spatio-Temporal Covariance loss function aims to find a basis function with
properties similar to those in RKHS of the covariance kernel function of y. Therefore, we wish
to guide the output of last hidden layer which is represent basis functions of STGCN with the
following principles. Assuming that y ∼ GP(µ, Σ), training STGCN with MSE is equivalent
to guide ŷ to µ as it reduces 1m(y − ŷ)
2. By contrast, we expect that the basis functions can
represent the variance and covariance of y with our proposed loss which measures the difference
between the Spatio-Temporal Covariance Σ̃y and ΦΦT .
Ever since the relationship between GPs and DNNs are introduced [5], combining GPs with
DNNs has been attracting huge interest. The exact equivalence between infinitely wide deep
networks and GPs is defined [2]. They also derive the GPs kernel for multi-hidden-layer neural
networks with general non-linearity based on signal propagation theory [6], called as NNGP.
A scalable GPs model for regression is proposed by applying a DNN as the feature-mapping
function [7]. A regularization of DNN with the norm of a reproductive kernel hilbert space
(RKHS) is presented [13]. Unlike previous studies, our proposed loss function operates on CNN
based networks and does not require any derivation from the covariance functions or matrices
of the GPs. Also note that we do not set prior of the given data pair (x,y) to find the basis
functions. Rather than changing DNN architecture or model itself, the covariance loss function
11






This section presents an extensive set of experiments to show the validity and efficiency of
the proposed Spatio-Temporal Covariance loss function. For experiments, we compare predic-
tion accuracy of various models on benchmark datasets including PeMSD7 and METR-LA. To
measure and evaluate the accuracy of different models, we employ masked mean absolute error
(MAE), mean absolute percent error (MAPE) and root mean square error (RMSE) in which
only valid data points are involved for the accuracy measures.
5.1.1 Experimental setups
Our predictive objective is to minimize the loss function in Eq. IV.3. We conduct grid search
to find the best parameters for the proposed loss function. All of the input units consist of 12
data points that cover consecutive 60 minutes to forecast traffic conditions in next 15 ∼ 60
minutes. For experiments, we employ the following two popular benchmark datasets, PeMSD7
and METR-LA. PeMSD7 is a highway traffic dataset from California which collects velocity of
cars in every 30 seconds and finally aggregated into every 5-minute interval from the raw data.
PeMSD7 consists of 12,612 velocity data of randomly selected 228 sensor stations measured in
the weekdays of May and June of 2012 [8]. METR-LA contains records of statistics on traffic
13
Figure 5.1: Learning variance of target variables: with the proposed loss, diagonal elements
of basis inner product (σφiφi) indicate variances of target variables. In contrast to STGCN (left),
STGCN-Cov (right) successfully learns such basis functions.
Figure 5.2: Learning covariance of target variables: non-diagonal elements of basis inner
product (σ2φiφj) mean covariance of target variables. Regardless of how the two different vari-
ables are related, independent (left, Node 52 and 129) or correlated (right, Node 1 and 7),
STGCN-Cov successfully learns such basis functions.
speed for highway of Los Angeles County ranging from Mar 1st 2012 to Jan 30th 2012. The
dataset consists of 207 sensors and about 35,000 records for each sensor.
5.1.2 Learning Basis functions
The goal of the proposed loss function is to guide a neural network to automatically learn
true kernel matrix of target variables, which consists of variances and covariances of the target
variables. To achieve the goal, it is important to learn basis functions whose inner product is
equivalent to the variances and covariances of target variables. In this section, we demonstrate
the validity of the proposed loss function by comparing the inner product of basis functions
with target variables true variances and covariances. For this set of experiments, we apply the
proposed loss function to STGCN with the PeMSD7 datset and analyze the characteristics of
the basis functions.
In Fig.5.1, we present a diagonal element of basis inner product (σφiφTi ) and a variance of a
corresponding target variable as a function of time on STGCN and STGCN-Cov. Even though
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we can estimate mean function of y by revealing the linear relation between x and y, we assume
E[y] = 0 for simplicity. In contrast to STGCN that learns a basis function whose inner product
is irrelevant to the variance of target variable, STGCN-Cov successfully learns a basis function
whose inner product are equivalent to the variance of target variable. In Fig.5.2, we present a
covariance of two different target variables and a non-diagonal element of basis inner product
corresponding to the target variables as a function of time. As shown in the figure, STGCN-Cov
successfully learns basis functions whose inner products are equivalent to the covariance of the
target variables as well regardless of how much the two target variables are correlated.
15






HA 4.01 10.61 7.2
ARIMA 5.55 / 5.86 / 6.27 12.92 / 13.94 / 15.20 9.00 / 9.13 / 9.38
FC-LSTM 3.57 / 3.94 / 4.16 8.60 / 9.55 / 10.10 6.20 / 7.03 / 7.51
STGCN(Cheb) 2.25 / 3.03 / 3.57 5.26 / 7.33 / 8.69 4.04 / 5.70 / 6.77
STGCN(1st) 2.26 / 3.09 / 3.79 5.24 / 7.39 / 9.12 4.07 / 5.77 / 7.03
STGCN-Cov 2.22 / 3.02 / 3.6 5.21 / 7.37 / 8.88 4.00 / 5.61 / 6.68
5.2 Effect of the basis functions on PeMSD7 dataset
For experiments on PeMSD7, we employ STGCN and the hyper-parameters presented in [8]
to show the accuracy improvements clearly. More specifically, the number of frames in one input
unit is 12 and a batch dataset consists of randomly sampled 32 input units. The kernel sizes of
1-D and graph convolution operations are set to be 3. For accuracy comparison, we employ the
following baseline: Historical Average (HA), ARIMAkal [15], FC-LSTM [16].
Table 5.1 shows prediction results of traffic speed over the next 15, 30 and 45 minutes. From
the comparison, we observe that neural network based algorithms obtained more accurate results
than the other algorithms, and especially, algorithms that simultaneously utilize temporal and
spatial locality, such as STGCN and STGCN-Cov, are superior to the traditional deep learning
models. In terms of RMSE, STGCN coupled with the proposed loss function, STGCN-Cov
continuously outperforms the other representatives in every predictions but in case of MAE and
MAPE, STGCN (Cheb) shows better performance in middle and long term predictions.
In Fig. 5.3, we plot prediction results and basis functions (dashed color lines) as a function
of time. In the figure, we can see that STGCN-Cov outperforms STGCN in all of the evaluation
metrics. Furthermore, STGCN-Cov detects the beginning of rush hour earlier than STGCN
and huge prediction failures of STGCN in rush hour doesn’t occur in STGCN-Cov. The basis
Figure 5.3: Predictions and basis of STGCN (left) and STGCN-Cov (right) on Node 7 of PeMSD7
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Figure 5.4: Prediction and basis of STGCN (left) and STGCN-Cov (right) on Node 110 of
PeMSD7
Figure 5.5: Training and test dataset of node 110
functions of STGCN in Fig. 5.3 are results of reflecting temporal and spatial trend extracted
from training dataset on test dataset and thus the basis functions are simply formed in such a
way that for time t, the summation of the basis functions is close to the prediction. In contrast,
the proposed loss function further limits the basis functions to consider temporal and spatial
dependencies among themselves and thus each basis function has a shape similar to prediction
results but only differs in its scale as shown in the right chart of Fig. 5.3. This further indicates
that with the STGCN-Cov, the distance of the best parameters for conflicting predictions of
STGCN on time t and t’ becomes closer than that of STGCN. This fact results in performance
gains in final prediction results.
Next, we analyze prediction results of STGCN-Cov to see where the poor MAE and MAPE
come from. Fig.5.4 shows prediction results and corresponding basis functions that report less
accurate results than STGCN. We found that the huge miss-predictions in the figure result
from dependencies extracted from training dataset that is significantly different from those
of test dataset as shown in Fig.5.5. Considering predictions of 1-d FCN that only captures
time dependencies report quite similar prediction errors with STGCN/STGCN-Cov, temporal
dependencies in training dataset is the most significant reason for the huge prediction error.
We can observe that the prediction results of STGCN-Cov are even worse that those of STGCN
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HA 4.16 13.0 7.8
ARIMA 3.99 / 5.15 / 6.90 9.6 / 12.7 / 17.40 8.12 / 10.45 / 13.23
FC-LSTM 3.44 / 3.77 / 4.37 9.60 / 10.9 / 13.2 6.30 / 7.23 / 8.69
STGCN 2.88 / 3.47 / 4.59 7.6 / 9.6 / 12.7 5.74 / 7.24 / 9.40
GWNET 2.74 / 3.41 / 4.77 6.90 / 9.08 / 12.69 5.31 / 6.85 / 9.41
GWNET-Cov 2.71 / 3.32 / 4.39 6.82 / 8.8 / 11.85 5.13 / 6.56 / 8.6
from the Fig.5.4. The figure shows that the proposed loss function makes a model learn temporal
and spatial dependencies more strongly and thus, in cases where data distributions change
significantly, may deteriorate the overall accuracies severely.
5.3 Effect of the basis functions on METR-LA dataset
In this set of experiments, we employ Graph wavenet and parameters presented in [9]. To train
the model, we use historical window of size 60 minutes and batch size of 64. To connect the model
with the proposed loss function we switch the activation, relu to tanh. For accuracy comparison,
we employ the following baseline: Historical Average (HA), ARIMAkal [15], FC-LSTM [16] and
STGCN [8]. Graph wavenet is originally designed to predict all the time steps independently
not recursively. However, this strategy is inappropriate with the proposed loss since it forces
the learning of basis function to consider conflicting kernel functions simultaneously. For the
reason, we modify GWNET and GWNET-Cov to predict in a recursive manner as all the other
algorithms do.
Table 5.2 shows prediction results of traffic condition over the next 15, 30 and 60 minutes.
From the table, we can see that the proposed loss function coupled with GWNET (GWNET-
Figure 5.6: Prediction and basis of GWNET (left) and GWNET-Cov (right) on Node 6 of
METR-LA
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Cov) outperforms all the others in every evaluation metric except for the MAE on long-term
prediction.
In Fig. 5.6, we compare prediction results and basis functions of GWNET and GWNET-Cov.
We can see that GWNET-Cov successfully learns basis functions that can represent temporal
and spatial dependencies of target variables. In addition, GWNET-Cov detects the ending of
the rush hour much earlier than GWNET as shown in the figure.
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5.4 Noise robustness
We observe that with the proposed loss function, a neural network learns temporal and
spatial dependencies more strongly. This nature leads to more robust prediction results against
noisy input. Figure 5.7 shows RMSE increase of STGCN and STGCN-Cov on PeMSD7 dataset
as a function of the number of noisy nodes. We can see that STGCN-Cov is more robust than
STGCN when the number of noisy node is small due to the spatial dependencies. However,
as the number of node increases, the performance of STGCN-Cov follows global dependencies.
Figure 5.8 depicts difference of predict value as the noisy node increases at various nodes (7, 11,
52, 113). When the number of noisy nodes is small, difference is small due to spatio dependecies,
but the number of noisy node becomes large, the shape of the kernel distribution changes and
predicted value also changes more sensitively (Node 7,11). And there are nodes that are affected
by the spatio change of the kernel more faster (Node 52) or slower (Node 113).
Figure 5.7: RMSE increase v.s. the number of noisy node
Figure 5.8: Difference of predicted value (RMSE) as the noisy node increases
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Figure 5.9: The effect of noisy nodes on prediction results
5.4.1 Case studies on the effect of noisy nodes
Figure 5.9 depicts prediction accuracy of Node 1 in PeMSD7 dataset of STGCN (left) and
STGCN-Cov (right) as the number of noisy nodes increases from 0 to 15. For this set of experi-
ments, we deliberately add noise to k nodes that have higher covariances with Node 1. Noise-1
and Noise-5 mean that the number of nodes including noise is 1 and 5, respectively. As shown
in the figure, the prediction results of STGCN deteriorate severely when the number of noisy
nodes is more than 5, however, STGCN-Cov still shows accurate predictions. This is because
with the proposed loss function, a neural network learns spatial dependencies more strongly.
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5.5 Comparisons with L1 and L2 regulizations
This section compares RMSE of STGCN when applying L1, L2 and the proposed covari-
ance loss. Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 show RMSE of STGCN (baseline), STGCN-Cov (cov-λ),
STGCN-L1 (L1-λ), STGCN-L2 (L2-λ) on PeMSD7 dataset where λ indicates the importance of
the additional loss terms. In every case, the proposed Spatio-Temporal Covariance loss outper-
forms all the others. In particular, the existing regularizers (L1, L2) showed lower performance
than the baseline as the prediction step was farther away, but the cov-loss regularizer showed
good performance even at the farthest prediction step (step 9). This proves that cov-loss per-
formed better than other regularizers for long term prediction by learning the kernel distribution
of timeseries data.
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Figure 5.10: RMSE comparison of STGCN with L1, L2 and Covariance loss for prediction step
3.
Figure 5.11: RMSE comparison of STGCN with L1, L2 and Covariance loss for prediction step
6.





In this paper, we propose a novel loss function, Spatio-Temporal Covariance Loss function
that guides the learning of a neural network to learn the underlying kernel function of target val-
ues, which are spatial and temporal dependencies of multivariate time series. With the proposed
Spatio-Temporal Covariance loss, neural networks learn basis functions whose inner product is
equivalent to kernel matrix. Our extensive sets of experimental evaluations have shown that
the proposed loss function yields more accurate results in terms of prediction for real-world
multivariate time series dataset.
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